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Abstract
Defense against jamming attacks has been an increasing concern for the military and disaster response
authorities. The military uses jamming attacks as a tool to attack and disrupt terrorist's communications,
because the open nature of wireless networks makes them vulnerable to various attacks. Many studies and a
few survey papers are available in the literature, but none of these papers classify the attacks or the defense
strategies by the type of wireless network aected, the attacker or defender's perspective, the type of game
used to model the problem, such as Bayesian game, Stackelberg game, or the type of solution methodology,
such as mathematical programming model and algorithm. This paper provides a comprehensive survey and
a taxonomic classication to help interested researchers nd the gaps in the literature and guide them to
research areas that need to be explored.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Introduction to wireless networks
Wireless networks refers to computer networks where communication between two devices like laptops
is done without the use of cables or wires. The most widely used wireless network is the wireless local area
network (WLAN), more commonly known as Wi-Fi. WLAN is available in homes, schools, oces, coee
shops, etc., which allows for easy access to the Internet whenever needed, as long as the device can connect
to the Wi-Fi signal. The computers connect to an access point (AP) through wireless means to connect to
the Internet and allow the users to move freely within the range of the Wi-Fi signal. Figure 1 shows an
example of a WLAN with one AP and six computers that communicate with the AP via a wireless medium.
Another type of wireless network, used mostly in the military and disaster situations, is the wireless ad hoc
network (AHN). The network is called ad hoc because it does not need any pre-existing infrastructure, like
cables or access points. Here, each node, e.g. laptop, cellphones, participates in the networks routing of data
by forwarding it from one node to another without any centralized management equipment like an AP. The
nodes in an AHN dynamically decide to which node to send the data depending on network connectivity.
Figure 2 shows a basic setup of an AHN between laptops and phones that communicate among themselves
without an AP. Some of the most important application [75, 110] of AHNs are:

• Military units, such as soldiers, tanks, and ships can communicate even in the absence of well dened
wireless infrastructure by forming an AHN.
• AHNs can also be used for emergency, law enforcement, and rescue missions.
• AHNs are also used in conferences, lectures, meetings, and other commercial areas where the network
loads can be very high.
Another type of wireless network is the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), which is a collection of a large
number of individual autonomous nodes that share information among themselves. In a WSN the data
collected is not directly sent to the user, rather, it is rst aggregated and then sent [72]. A WSN consists of
a gateway or base station, that connects the sensor nodes to other sensor networks, or to the end user. (See
Figure3.) The data at the sensor nodes is compressed and transmitted to the base station, which presents the
results to the end user [88]. The data packets are sometimes sent to the destination via several intermediate
nodes. This transmission by hopping from one node to another is called multi-hop. Figure 3 shows a WSN
with a sensing area gathering information that is transmitted among the sensors, and the nal result of
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all the data is sent to the base station to forward the data to the end user. One application of WSN is
environment and habitat monitoring.
Other than the above mentioned WLAN, AHN, and WSN there exist numerous other networks that serve
a variety of purposes. Wireless personal area networks (WPAN) are networks that connect devices within
a very small area, for example, a Bluetooth enable computer mouse connects to the laptop via Bluetooth.
Wireless wide area networks (WWAN) are present in large public areas and perform long-haul connectivity,
e.g. connecting two cities. Wireless mesh networks are wireless networks that consists of nodes that are
arranged in a mesh topology. A mesh topology is a network topology, in which the the data from the
source to the destination node is relayed by intermediate nodes in the network. Wireless mesh networks
are sometimes also considered to be AHN networks. Wireless metropolitan area networks (WMAN) connect
multiple WLANs and provide a coverage ranging from a few blocks within the city to the entire city. And
nally, cellular networks provide communication among cellular phones or mobile phones. In this paper, we
study WLAN, AHN and WSN because these networks are more commonly used to carry critical information
and the focus of the attention of the academic literature is on these networks.

Figure 1: Wireless LAN (adapted from [89])

Even though wireless networks are easy to use, they have been exposed to security threats, because use
of air as a medium to transmit data has made wireless networks susceptible to jamming attacks. A jamming
attack is the transmission of radio signals that disrupt communications by decreasing the Signal-to-Inferenceplus-Noise ratio (SINR) Berg [14]. SINR is the ratio of the signal power to the sum of the interference power
from other interfering signals and noise power. A ratio greater than 1 indicates the desirable state of more
signal than noise. A jamming device, tuned to the same frequency as the opponent's receiving equipment
and with the same type of modulation, can, with enough power, override any signal at the receiver. Wireless
signal jamming devices are most often used to interfere with wireless networks, a type of denial of service
(DoS) attack. DoS attacks deny legitimate users sending data because of the illegitimate users presence.
Advanced and more expensive jamming devices may jam satellite communications. A wireless signal jamming
device can be used to stop transmission temporarily and short out or turn o the power of device or units
like radios, televisions, microwaves, or any unit that receives electrical signals to operate.

Figure 2: Wireless Ad Hoc Network (adapted from [89])

The internal function of a wireless communication system is divided into the following abstract layers,
each having a specic function. The abstract layers are:
1. Physical Layer [61, 92]: The transmission and reception of data via a physical connection like cables,
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2.

3.
4.
5.

bers, wires, or air among devices on the network is managed by the physical layer; in wireless networks,
the binary data among computers is translated into electrical signals and uses radio frequency to send
and receive data. Radio jamming attacks can impact the physical layer.
Data Link Layer [61, 92]: Responsible for segmenting the data packets sent by the network layer
to frames that can be sent by the physical layer and is responsible for communication between the
network layer and the physical layer . The formatting of frames of data sent and error checking are
the additional responsibilities of this layer. A sublayer which is a part of the data link layer and
is responsible for moving data packets to and from one node to another across a shared channel is
the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. A channel in a wireless network is the frequency at which
nodes send their data. Another, responsibility of the MAC sublayer is to ensure that the signal sent
from dierent nodes across the same channel do not collide. This layer is susceptible to much more
sophisticated jamming and energy ecient jamming than physical layer jamming attacks.
Network Layer [61, 92]: Links between the transportation layer and the data link layer and also responsible for guring out the network topology, assigning address, and routing the data.
Transportation Layer [61, 92]: Responsible for reliable data transfer and recovers any lost data, retransmits data, and provides data encryption.
Application Layer [61, 92]: Denes the specications of the data requested by the end user in the
network.

Five abstract layers mentioned above are arranged in a hierarchy starting from the physical layer at the
bottom to the application layer on top. Data packets are sometimes sent to the destination via several
intermediate nodes. Mesh networking is a type of network topology where each node must not only capture
and disseminate its own data, but also serve as a relay for other nodes and collaborate to propagate the
data in the network. A wireless mesh network is a communications network made up of radio nodes in a
mesh topology. Wireless mesh networks often consist of mesh clients, mesh routers, and gateways. The mesh
clients are often laptops, cellphones and other wireless devices, and the mesh routers forward trac to and
from the gateways which may, but do not need to, connect to the Internet.

Figure 3: Wireless Sensor Network (adapted from [89])

1.2. Denition of game theory
Jamming attacks on wireless networks have been widely studied by researchers, and dierent solution
approaches have been proposed for this attack. Of the methods proposed to solve the jamming problem,
game theoretical approaches are increasingly being used by researchers. Game theory is a study of strategic
decision making, or "the study of mathematical models of conict and cooperation between intelligent
rational decision-makers"[62]. To be fully dened, a game must specify the following elements: the players
of the game, the information and actions available to each player at each decision point, and the payos
for each outcome. A game theorist typically uses these elements, along with a choice solution concept, to
deduce a set of equilibrium strategies for each player such that, when these strategies are employed, no
player can prot by unilaterally deviating from their strategy, the Nash equilibrium. Dierent varieties of
games include the non-zero-sum game, zero-sum game, cooperative and non-cooperative games. Among
these, researchers have widely applied zero-sum games to the jamming problem. A zero-sum game is a
mathematical interpretation of a situation in which a participant's gain in payo is exactly equal to the loss
in the utility of the other participant, and vice-versa. If the total gains of the participants are added up and
the total losses subtracted, the sum will be zero. In the literature there are many studies in nding the Nash
equilibrium for a jamming game between the attacker and defender with each trying to increase and decrease
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the throughput respectively, but researchers have previously concentrated on single channel networks with
only one communication frequency among network nodes.

1.3. Related literature and motivation
This section briey discusses some of the survey papers available in the jamming attack literature.
Pelechrinis et al. [67] survey dierent DoS jamming attacks papers. They discuss intelligent jamming attacks with dierent objectives, such as jamming gain, targeted jamming, and reduced probability of detection.
They also discuss jamming eciency metrics like packet delivery ratio, packet send ratio, and connectivity index. Young et al. [105] present the dierent papers that deal with dierent types of jammers like
constant jammers, random jammers etc., and they compare the adversarial models presented. A survey
on dierent game theoretic classication of the problems on network security as a whole is presented in
Roy et al. [74]. They provide a taxonomy for classifying the dierent game theoretic approaches listed in
the literature. Mpitziopoulos et al. [61] provide a survey on the dierent attack countermeasure strategies
for WSNs in literature. Along with presenting the dierent papers in the literature, they also provide a
taxonomy to distinguish the countermeasure schemes. The taxonomy divides the dierent countermeasures
as (i) detection techniques, (ii) proactive countermeasures, (iii) reactive countermeasures, and (iv) mobile
agent countermeasures. These survey papers are restricted to one type of wireless network or give a general
overview of the types of attack and defense strategies, but they do not provide a clear picture of the types
of attacks and the defense strategies employed.

Figure 4: Publications from 1970 to 2014.

To the best of our knowledge, Commander et al. [23] is the only study in the operations research (OR)
literature that examines physically placing a jamming device in a strategic location to cause maximum
damage. The authors solve for the jamming device placement but do not try to nd the best (X, Y )
coordinates, rather, they choose from a set of available discrete locations of the jamming device and assume
that a jamming device can jam all the channels between two nodes. Increased usage of wireless networks
and their applications in military and critical time-sensitive environments has led researchers to nd ways
to make the wireless networks more reliable. Jamming attacks have gained more attention from researchers
than other types of attacks.
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Figure 4 shows an increase in the number of papers published in the literature in the years 2010-2014.
However, there are only a few papers that survey the literature available on jamming attacks. For instance
Young and Boutaba [105] and Pelechrinis et al. [67] each develop a survey on dierent types of jamming
attacks, methods to detect jamming attacks, and mechanisms to protect against attacks. Lazos and Krunz
[42] survey selective jamming along with detection and protection. Our survey complements the previous
surveys by categorizing dierent jamming attacks and solution methodologies based on the network type
(WLAN, AHN, WSN).

1.4. Contribution
The major contribution of this work is to provide a classication scheme for the literature by identifying
the dierent jamming attacks launched by the jammer, dierent defense, detection and prevention techniques
against the jamming attacks and classifying them by the type of wireless networks they mainly aect and
the defense against such attacks. After establishing the types of attacks classied by the type of network,
the dierent attack strategies, defense strategies, detection and prevention strategies, and game theoretic
strategies described in the literature are surveyed. An analysis of the gaps in the jamming attack literature
is provided to better understand the importance of lling the gaps. A goal of this paper is to give the OR
community a better understanding of the existing research in wireless network jamming and areas where it
can contribute to nd better jamming attacks and ways to defend against jamming attacks. This survey also
identies new areas of research in jamming attacks for the OR community.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows : Section 2 provides the classication scheme for the survey,
Section 3 provides a simple example of the jamming problem in wireless networks, Section 4.1 discusses
the literature available for WLANs. Section 4.2 describes the literature available for WSNs. Section 4.3
describes the literature available for AHNs. Section 4.4 provides a summary and comparison of the results
of the various papers discussed in this taxonomy. Finally, Section 5 discusses gaps in the literature and
suggests areas for future research, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Boundaries of study and classication scheme
2.1. Boundaries of study
The keywords used to search papers include jamming, anti-jamming, wireless networks, and game
theory. These keywords were listed in the title, abstract, or body of text of journal articles or conference
proceedings published in English. The data bases included in our search were Science Direct, Springer, IEEE
libraries, and ACM libraries. We limited the time period of the search to 1980 forward because the rst
instance of jamming was explored in the literature in 1982.

2.2. Classication scheme
We provide a classication method for a one-stop easy reference for the jamming research available so
far. Tables 1 - 3 show the classication schema provided in this paper. There are four major columns:
Papers, Types of Network, Problem Perspective, and Methodology. Papers classies and groups the papers
published by year, with all the papers that t the search criteria from 1980 to June 2014. Types of network
further divides into the three wireless network types considered in this work, and each of these network types
are further divided into single channel and multichannel networks. Problem Perspective further divides into
Attacker, Defender, Both, and Game Theory. For example, a paper discussing a new set of jamming attacks
would be classied as Attacker , and a new anti-jamming or defense mechanism would be Defender. Some
authors solve both the attacker and defender problem using game theory; these papers are classied as
Both. The papers that propose a game theoretic approach are classied as Game Theory. Game Theory
further divides into Non-Cooperative, Bayesian, Stackelberg, and Other depending on the type of game
studied. The fourth major column in the classication is the Methodology, and this column further divides
into Protocol Design/Algorithm and Mathematical Programming Model. The papers that provide a protocol
design and/or an algorithmic approach are categorized under the column Protocol Design/Algorithm, and
the papers providing a mathematical programming model come under the Mathematical Programming Model
column. The x's in the above described columns are the categories each of the papers at the left fall into.
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Commander et al. [23]
Altman et al. [8]
Sagduyu and Ephremides [80]
Sagduyu et al. [77]
Sagduyu and Ephremides [81]

2007-2009

Vadlamani et al. [90]
Yang et al. [104]
Wang et al. [91]
Liu et al. [54]
Li and Dai [46]
Zhang et al. [108]
Chen and Leneutre [19]
Liu et al. [50]
Liu et al. [56]
Sagduyu et al. [78]
Sagduyu et al. [79]
Altman et al. [9]
Garnaev et al. [28]
Wang and Wyglinski [92]
Xu et al. [103]
Liu et al. [49]
Clark et al. [22]
Wilhelm et al. [93]
Zhu et al. [111]
Lu et al. [57]
DeBruhl and Tague [24]
Liu and Ning [55]
Hanawal and Altman [30]
Richa et al. [73]
Lee et al. [45]
Lee et al. [44]
Kim et al. [37]

2010-2014

Papers
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Sagduyu et al. [76]
Liu et al. [53]
Kashyap et al. [34]
Shaee and Ulukus [82]
Alpcan and Basar [5]
Noubir [64]
Law et al. [41]

2004-2006

Tague et al. [84]

Altman et al. [6]
Pelechrinis et al. [68]
Theodorakopoulos and Baras [85]
Xu et al. [101]
Dong et al. [27]
Chiang and Hu [21]
Islam et al. [32]
Zhang et al. [109]
Çakiroglu and Özcerit [17]
Khattab et al. [36]
Lazos et al. [43]
Khattab et al. [35]
Krikidis et al. [39]
Navda et al. [63]
Alnie and Simon [4]
Chan et al. [18]
Xu et al. [100]
Chiang and Hu [20]
Wood et al. [96]
Dolev et al. [26]
Xu [98]
Liu et al. [52]
Wu et al. [97]

Papers
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Pronios and Polydoros [70]
Medard [60]
Zander [106]

1980-1999

Agarwal et al. [3]
Wood and Stankovic [94]
Maxim and Pollino [59]
Mallik et al. [58]
Wood et al. [95]

2000-2003

Xu et al. [102]
Brown et al. [15]
Xu et al. [99]
Pathan et al. [66]
Thuente and Acharya [86]
Acharya and Thuente [2]
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3. Example of wireless network jamming problem
Military strategists are always looking for better ways to improve their force's eectiveness while reducing the number of causalities. In any adversarial situation, the attacker aims to neutralize the military's
communications. The military would like to make sure it can maintain communication by working around
the adversaries' attempts to neutralize communication. In a war situation, as it is not possible to have infrastructure for communication, the military needs to setup an AHN. In a wireless AHN, each node transmits
data using one channel from a number of available channels. The jamming device seeks to choose a location
such that, by choosing the same channel nodes are using, the data is blocked from successful transmission.
The main aim of the jamming device is to en-sure that the nodes cannot use the network, and on the other
hand nodes try to maximize the usage of the network. Both the jamming device and the node are playing a
game. Think of it as a two player game, and the players are attacker/terrorist and defender/military. Figure
5 shows the network consisting of six nodes (n1-n6) and one jamming device (j1). Three communication
channels of dierent frequencies, continuous, dotted, and dashed line, exist between each node. A channel is
not a physical cable or connection, but a frequency at which the nodes communicate through air. Figure 5,
assumes that nodes 5 and 6 are communicating using the 2.41 GHz (dotted) frequency channel. The attacker
chooses it's location and chooses a frequency; in this case, it chooses 2.41 GHz (dotted), which is the same
as the nodes. The communication channel between nodes 5 and 6 is in the radius of the jamming device's
power range. Since the jammer chose a location with the available power and a frequency on which node 5
and 6 were communicating, the jamming is successful.

Figure 5: Example of jamming in a network

In the sections below we introduce the readers to some of most commonly used attack and defense
strategies studied in literature. These lists of attack and defense strategies will help reader understand the
4 section better, as most of the papers discussed in this section use one more of these attack and defense
strategies.

3.1. Types of jamming strategies
There are four types of jamming strategies most commonly studied in literature. In this section, we
briey discuss these dierent jamming strategies [61, 67, 92, 102]:

•

Constant Jammer:

•

Deceptive Jammer:

Constant jammers continuously emit electromagnetic waves or radio signals or
random sequence of bits that interfere with the legitimate transmission of the network. In the presence
of a constant jammer the transmission channel of the legitimate network appears busy therefore disallowing legitimate transmission. The disadvantage of constant jammer is that, the continuous emission
of signals drains the energy fast and require high amount of power.
Deceptive jammer like the constant jammer emits signals continuously, but
unlike constant jammers does not emit random bit sequence, but emits a legitimate bit sequence which
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gives the network an impression of presence of a legitimate node. This impersonation makes deceptive
jammers more eective than constant jammers.

•

Random Jammer:

•

Reactive Jammer:

Unlike constant and deceptive jammers random jammer conserves energy by
alternating between random jamming and sleep states. Random jammers do not use energy in the
sleep state therefore, reducing power consumption.
Reactive jammers like the random jammers conserve power by not emitting
signals continuously. Reactive jammers listen to the transmission channel and react by emitting signals
in the presence of data transfer. The amount of power required to listen to a channel is much less
compared to the power required for jamming.

3.2. Types of defense against jamming attacks
In this section we briey describe some of the most common defense strategies against jamming attacks
found in literature.

•

Transmission power:

•

Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS):

•

Directional Antennas:

•

Channel Surng:

The use of low transmission power can be a defense strategy against jamming
attacks in that, with the use of low transmission power makes it dicult for the jamming devices
to detect legitimate transmission. However, use of low power can undesirably decrease SINR. It is
important for the nodes in the network to vary their transmission power.
Spread Spectrum (SS) a modulation technique
spreads data across the entire band of the transmission channel although the entire band of the transmission channel is not required. This spreading of data in the entire channel band ensures that the
transmitted signal is resistant to interference. FHSS a spread spectrum technique evades jamming by
rapidly switching between dierent transmission channel frequencies. The channel switching algorithm
is shared between the sender and receiver prior to the actual data transmission. This technique works
as long as the shared algorithm is kept secret from the attacker.

Jamming attacks can be evaded by using directional antennas. Directional
antennas can transmit and receive data only in one direction, unlike traditional omni directional antennas, which can transmit and receive data from all directions, making omni directional antennas an
easy target for the jammers. But, with directional antennas, the jammer has to be placed in the same
direction of the directional antenna for it to successfully jam the signal. Sectored antennas a special
type of directional antennas have proved to help improve the connectivity of wireless networks and
help combat jamming attacks. Sectored antennas, like directional antennas, serve only in one direction
and more specically at an angle forming a geometric sector shaped radiation pattern.

Channel surng like FHSS evades jamming by quickly switching between channels.
But, the dierence between the two is that, FHSS, unlike, channel surng requires specialized antennas
for transmitting and receiving signals. The major dierence between the two is that in channel surng
sharing of a secret algorithm between the sender and receiver is not required.

4. Discussion of literature
The rst knowledge of jamming attack dates back to when it was used against military radios. The
rst countries to engage in jamming were Germany and Russia. The rst time jamming attacks were used
during a war situation was during World War II, when radio operators misled pilots by feeding them false
instructions in their own language. The operators who started such an attack were known by the code name
Raven, which was soon changed to Crow. During World War II radars were jammed, which was considered
an invention at that time. Jamming attacks on foreign radio broadcasts stations were more common during
tense international relations and wars, and they prevented listening to the radio transmission of enemy
countries. The jamming of foreign radio signals could be avoided by changing the transmission frequency or
by the power of transmission [61]. When jamming attacks were used for the rst time, a new technology SS
(discussed above) was invented by the military to cope.
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SS received attention from early researchers after World War II . Although jamming attacks were popular
during the war, the word jamming was used for the rst time by Basar and Basar [12] in 1982 in  Robust

linear coding in continuous-time communication systems in the presence of jamming and with noisy side
information at the decode r. The authors in [70] study dynamic jamming in 1988. The authors study

the throughput/delay performance of the Slotted Aloha type network under dynamic jamming. They use
Markovian decision model to nd the optimal decision rules for the jamming device. The authors assume that
the jamming is the ON-OFF type and has a nite amount of power. Zenko [107] provide uses and application
of SS, and the authors in [1] analyze SS technology. Medard [60] develops an information-theoretic approach.
The authors in [106] study the multi-hop packet radio networks in the presence of active interference. They
also consider power constraints for both the jamming device and the network nodes. The authors formulate
the problem as a two player constant sum game.
The jamming problem has been studied widely in many wireless network settings, including wireless LAN
networks [13, 29, 40], sensor networks [15, 47, 102], and multi-hop networks [85, 106]. Other general wireless
networks have also received attention [7, 10, 16, 34, 58, 80]. Researchers assume the location of a jamming
device and the eect of the locating a jamming device to solve the problem. But in [23] the authors solve the
jamming device location problem, but they assume the eect a jamming device has on the wireless network to
decide the location of the jamming device. The readers are recommended to read the tutorial by Vadlamani
et al. [89] to better understand jamming attacks and their defense mechanism available in literature.

4.1. Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
4.1.1. Single Channel

In this section, we further classify the literature as below:

A. Attack Strategies

Thuente and Acharya [87] show that normal jamming attacks, where the attacker constantly or periodically emits signals to jam the network, are inecient in terms of energy consumption, and introduce
intelligent jamming attacks that enables the jamming attacker to corrupt the Clear To Send (CTS), Request
To Send (RTS), and Acknowledge (ACK) packets. Acharya and Thuente [2] extend the work in Thuente and
Acharya [87] to propose another intelligent attacking strategy called the fake RTS jamming attack. They
also propose countermeasures to prevent such attacks as well as methods to overcome the proposed countermeasures. Wilhelm et al. [93] develop a software-based reactive jamming attack and show that reactive
jamming should be considered a real threat, and new defense mechanisms must be developed to cope with
such attacks. The jamming attack as a DoS attack in wireless communication is discussed by Maxim and
Pollino [59]. The authors classify jamming attacks as client jamming or base station jamming. In client
jamming, a mischievous client takes over and impersonates the legitimate client. The mischievous client can
even jam the network so that the legitimate client cannot use the network. In base station jamming attacks
the jamming device impersonates the legitimate base station or deprives the client of service. Pronios and
Polydoros [70] study the throughput/delay performance of the Slotted Aloha type network under dynamic
jamming using a Markovian decision model to nd the optimal decision rules for the jamming device. The
authors assume that the jamming is the ON-OFF type and has a nite amount of power. Since, the jammer
assumed is of the ON-OFF type the life of the jamming device is longer, as the power is not consumed when
the jamming device is in the OFF state. An information-theoretic approach is developed in Medard [60].
Finally, Xu et al. [102] studied jamming attack from both the attackers and defenders point of view. They
provide four dierent models and show the problems associated with an eective attack. They also provide
dierent measures that help the network to detect the attack. The authors nd that signal strength and
carrier sensing time are not enough to determine whether a poor connection is due to jamming or because of
the mobility of the nodes. They also determine which measures give a better understanding about the poor
quality of network's connection.

B. Detection and Prevention Strategies

Xu et al. [102] introduce two methods of detecting jamming attack: 1) Packet Send Ratio (PSR) and
2) Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). PSR is the ratio of the number of packet sent to the number of packets
intended to be sent. If the number of packet sent is less than the number of packets intended to be sent, it
can indicate the presence of a jamming device. PDR is the ratio of the number of received packets that pass
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the completeness of data to the number of packets actually received. If only a few of the received packets
pass the completeness check, it can indicate the presence of a jamming device. These PSR and PDR methods
of detecting jamming attacks opened new gates for research on jamming attacks. Wang and Wyglinski [92]
combine some of the existing approaches such as PSR and PDR to detect jamming attacks and measure
the PSR and PDR to evaluate the accuracy of their approach. The authors use a ns-2 simulation platform
and the results obtained conrm that the approach of combining existing jamming detection approaches
increases the accuracy of detecting jamming attacks.

C. Defense Strategies

Richa et al. [73] propose a local medium access control protocol called, JADE, that can protect a multihop wireless network with a single channel against an adaptive jamming device which can adapt its attack
for its benet . Here, the authors model the interference and transmission as a unit disk graph. The jamming
strategies change from node to node and, hence, make it dicult to defend. The results of this work shows
that JADE achieves an asymptotically optimal throughput. An anti-jamming strategy based on creating a
timing channel: an extra channel overlaying the already existing physical and link layer channel, between
users of a network in the presence of jamming attack, is developed by Xu et al. [101]. Studies by Pronios and
Polydoros [70], Medard [60], and Xu et al. [102] are discussed in 4.1.1. Chiang and Hu [21] discuss a binary
key tree and a dynamic tree-remerging method to evade broadcast jamming attacks. Finally, Xu [98] studies
the issues associated with controlling the transmission power for improving the successful transmission of
data under a jamming attack.

D. Game Theoretic Strategies

Chen and Leneutre [19] provide a game theoretic framework for the jamming attacks in wireless networks.
The authors provide a defense strategy to ght the jamming device actively by draining the jamming device
of energy. The authors also show that their strategy eliminates undesired equilibrium and increased the
energy consumption at the jamming device without negatively aecting the performance of the network.
Liu et al. [49] propose a dynamic jamming attack in which the attacker dynamically adjusts the jamming
period, to increase the attacker's utility. The authors provide a method where the network will change the
re-transmission mechanism to defend against the jamming attacks. The authors modeled the problem as a
Stackelberg game and derive the Nash equilibrium.
Sagduyu et al. [79] deal with jamming games in the MAC layer of the wireless network. They assume that
each of the nodes in that network knows only its type, i.e., a selsh user type or a malicious user type that
tries to jam the communication channel. The authors model the jamming game as a multi-stage two-player
Bayesian game. The action set of a node is a set of transmission probabilities to choose from at random.
The utility function of a selsh user is the dierence of its reward function, which is an increasing function
of the SINR, and the energy cost function, which is an increasing function of the node's own power. The
utility function of a malicious node is the dierence of its reward function and its energy cost function. The
reward function of the malicious user is the opposite of the function of the other user if that user is a selsh
user, and zero if the other user is a malicious node. The authors also consider the Bayesian Nash equilibrium
as the expected strategies of the nodes. Sagduyu et al. [77] present a game-theoretic model for the jamming
problem at the MAC layer of the wireless network. They present dierent models based on power control
and random access. They also derive the Nash equilibrium strategies depending on the degree of the type
of uncertainty. Throughput rewards, transmission energy cost, and malicious attack incentives are used as
performance measures. Random access games are studied in Sagduyu and Ephremides [80], and the jamming
device and transmitter balance the throughput rewards and energy cost. Sagduyu and Ephremides [81] and
[6] introduced dierent energy objectives based on power control with dierent utility functions, depending
on throughput rewards and energy costs. Sagduyu et al. [76] explore the eects of dynamic trac on jamming
attacks in a power controlled MAC, i.e., each transmitter chooses its power to transmit. MAC channels with
two users in the presence of a jamming device is studied by Shaee and Ulukus [82].
The eects of random channels were studied in Altman et al. [9] for jamming games based on the
throughput rewards and energy costs. Garnaev et al. [28] discuss the impacts of incomplete information
related to fading channel gains on transmission parameters. For the purpose of solving this problem, the
authors consider the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) network with transmitters and
jamming devices. A Bayesian approach is presented by the authors and SINR is the metric used to optimize
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the problem. The authors show that incomplete information about the jamming device channel gains leads
to utilization of same channels by dierent jamming devices under the equilibrium condition. The study
also shows that, under the equilibrium conditions, incomplete information about the transmitter leads to
users sharing channels. The authors provide a closed form expression for the equilibrium. Altman et al. [8]
studies how the increase in the number of jamming devices impacts the transmission game. The objective
function of the node they consider is the SINR. The authors also analyze a zero-sum game scenario and an
optimization scenario to show that the jamming device equalizes the quality of the best sub carrier.
Lu et al. [57] model jamming attacks as a gambler, and a new performance metric message invalidation
ratio is introduced for time critical trac networks. A two player game theoretic framework for an adaptive
jamming attack and anti-jamming defense is modeled by DeBruhl and Tague [24]. Zander [106] study multihop packet radio networks in the presence of active interference. They also consider power constraints for
both the jamming device and the network nodes, and the authors formulate the problem as a two player
constant sum game. Multi-hop networks with packet forwarding are studied in [85]. From a game theoretic
prospective of jamming in wireless networks, the transmission strategies may also include randomized power
selection; see Mallik et al. [58]. The jamming problem that Alpcan and Basar [5] study is an intrusion
detection problem. Sagduyu et al. [78] discussed in Section 4.1.2 study both single channel and multichannel
WLANs.
A total of 31 papers provided in this study classied as WLAN single channel are discussed in this section;
including 7 papers classied as Attack Strategies, 2 papers as Detection and Prevention Strategies, 7 papers
as Defense Strategies, and 19 papers as Game Theoretic Strategies.

4.1.2. Multichannel

In this section, we further classify the literature as below:

A. Attack Strategies

To the best of our knowledge, among the papers in WLAN multichannel networks, only Tague et al. [84]
and Kim et al. [37] study jamming problem from an attackers perspective. Tague et al. [84] were the rst
to introduce the problem of ow-jamming attack and model ow-jamming attack as a linear programming
model. Kim et al. [37] provide stochastic search algorithms like iterative improvement, simulated annealing,
and genetic algorithm and provide a stochastic optimization approach for ow-jamming attacks in multichannel wireless networks. Flow is dened as the data that is sent on a path between two nodes in a network.
So, ow-jamming attack is an intelligent attack where the jamming devices are located in such a way, that
the amount of ow jammed in the network is maximized and at the same time the power used to jam the
ow is minimum. In a ow-jamming attack, the attacker has knowledge about the network layer and hence,
is dierent from general jamming attacks. Since, there are not many papers discussing the dierent types of
attack strategies in multichannel WLAN, it is important that more research is done in this area.

B. Detection and Prevention Strategies

To the best of our knowledge, there are no papers in literature within the scope of this survey that deal
with detection and prevention strategies for multichannel WLAN and more research in this areas is needed.

C. Defense Strategies

Liu et al. [54] propose a two-slot cooperative relay scheme to maximize the secrecy rate in a one source, one
destination, on eavesdropper, and multiple decode-and-forward relays wireless network. In the rst slot the
source and destination work together to jam the eavesdropper. In the second slot one optimally selected node
transmits the signal from the source and cooperates with the source to jam the eavesdropper without causing
interference at the destination. Dong et al. [27] consider cooperative jamming in a multiple antenna scenario
as well as methods to maximize the system's secrecy subject to a transmission power constraint. Reactive
and proactive channel hopping techniques to evade jamming are studied in Khattab et al. [35]. Navda et al.
[63] study channel hopping in 802.11 networks. Chan et al. [18] discuss the jamming of broadcast control
channels in the presence not only in external jamming attacks, but also in relation to an internal traitor
who has information about the channels in the network. Chiang and Hu [20] discuss a binary code tree
technique which works with any SS communication technology. Khattab et al. [36] introduce the problem of
maximizing network goodput under jamming attacks through a combination of channel hopping and error
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correction coding. The gossip problem considered as jamming problems in wireless multichannel networks is
presented by Dolev et al. [26], and a deterministic algorithm based on Turan's theorem is developed.
From our taxonomy, it is apparent that, there is not one defense mechanism that works for all the type of
jamming attacks in multichannel WLAN. Hence, it there is not a common technique that is better than the
other. Finding a metric or standard to measure the eectiveness of one defense mechanism over the other
is important. Mutlichannel WLAN provide an advantage to both the attacker and defender, as both can
use the available channels to their advantage. And with the increase in the use of multichannel networks, it
becomes important that there is more research in this area. To the best of our knowledge, not all the defense
strategies developed for a single channel WLAN will work for multichannel WLAN and vice-versa. Hence,
there needs to be more research in nding defense mechanisms that will work for both single channel and
multichannel networks.

D. Game Theoretic Strategies

Sagduyu et al. [78] explore a non-cooperative game between a jamming device and a transmitter in which
both choose their transmission probabilities to access the collision channels with random packet capture.
They consider random errors in the queue state for the jamming device and add a channel sensing capability
to the jamming device. They provide the Nash Equilibrium with packet delay and energy constraints.
The authors extend the game to multiple transmitters, jamming devices, sub-channels, and channel access
points. A non-cooperative game is proposed for Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) fading channels in
Kashyap et al. [34]. Pelechrinis et al. [68] explore a system with multiple channels, where the interactions of
the transmitter and jamming device are formulated as game transmitting randomly over multiple channels.
SPREAD, a multilayer mechanism hopping technique discussed in [52] based on using the frequency hopping
technique for preventing jamming as a DoS attack. Liu et al. [52] formulate SPREAD as a non-cooperative
game. Finally, a multi-path routing game-theoretic framework to evade jamming attack is proposed in Wu
et al. [97].
A total of 14 papers provided in this study classied as WLAN multichannel are discussed in this section;
including 1 paper classied as Attack Strategies, 0 papers as Detection and Prevention Strategies, 8 papers
as Defense Strategies, and 6 papers as Game Theoretic Strategies.

4.2. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
4.2.1. Single Channel

In this section, we further classify the literature as below:

A. Attack Strategies

Lee et al. [44] derive the optimum relay amplifying matrices for wireless networks and introduce the
topic of node geometry in wireless networks. The authors conclude that node geometry can have an impact
on the network. They use bit error rate to measure the impact on the network. Lee et al. [45] consider
wireless relay networks under jamming attacks, and node geometry with received power constraints. The
authors consider minimum square error and amplify forward relay strategy, and calculate the diagonal relay
amplifying matrix, to minimize the mean square error between the received signal and the transmitted signal.
Law et al. [41] develop jamming attacks that can work on encrypted packets. They expose the shortcomings
of semantics of the data link layer and show that some of the MAC protocols are susceptible to a jamming
attacks.

B. Detection and Prevention Strategies

The ideal way to stop a jamming attack is to detect the location of the jamming device, although this
may not be feasible. However, nding the device would be would be very cost eective as compared to other
methods of designing protocols for escaping jamming attacks. Wood et al. [95] provide a mapping detection
approach to provide feedback to the base station about further jamming areas and power management
strategies for the nodes that are under jamming attack or within the range of the jamming device. The
protocol consists of two parts: 1) the jamming detection module and 2) a mapping module. The jamming
detection module monitors radio and MAC layers and then applies heuristics to determine whether the node
is jammed or not. The mapping module groups the nodes that are jammed, based on the information received
from the jamming detection module. Liu et al. [56] address the problem of locating a jamming device in a
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wireless network. They propose a least square (LSQ) based localization algorithm that estimates the location
of the jamming device by using the changes in neighboring nodes caused by the device. The approach used
by the authors does not depend on the signal strength in the jammed area, nor does it depend on delivering
information out of the jammed area. They also study the LSQ based algorithm in the shadowing model. The
authors show that the LSQ method signicantly reduces the computational cost of locating the jamming
device. Liu et al. [50] propose a method to nd the location of multiple jamming devices in a network even
when the jamming areas overlap. The method proposed by the authors, unlike other methods, does not
depend on the signal strength to nd the position, but uses distributed network communication instead.
Islam et al. [32] study optimal DoS attack detection sensor placement problem to minimize the number of
sensor required to detect the DoS attack and the cost for locating such sensors. Finally, in Çakiroglu and
Özcerit [17], two detection mechanisms distinguish between legitimate and adversary nodes under a DoS
attack are discussed.

C. Defense Strategies

Wang et al. [91] propose an optimal relay and jammer selection scheme with power allocation to maximize
the secrecy rate subject to a total transmission power constraint. Secrecy rate is dened as the rate at which
the data in the network is transmitted without being leaked to an eavesdropper. In this paper, the authors
use jamming attack to attack the existing eavesdroppers in the network. Wood and Stankovic [94] study
DoS attacks and various types of defenses and their drawbacks against such attacks in WSN. The authors
provide a classication of dierent type of DoS attacks and their known defense methods in the dierent
abstract layers of the Internet. The authors study two dierent protocols that are used by WSNs that did
not consider security initially. From the examples provided by the authors, they conclude that considering
security during protocol design is essential. The authors describe jamming attacks as one of the major
attacks on the physical layer, and the jamming attack is very eective if the network is using a single
frequency. A constant jamming attack will not allow the nodes to communicate if they are under attack, but
it would not last long because the jamming device might use all its energy. SS is good for defending jamming
attacks but it has high power and cost requirements; thus, the authors conclude that SS is not ecient in
the case of sensors networks. The other defense strategy discussed is that the nodes should transmit data
when the jamming device is not transmitting and using high power. But, this defense is possible only if the
attack is intermittent. Pathan et al. [66] discuss the holistic view of the security threats faced by the WSN
and available defense strategies such as, secure routing of packets under an attack and power management
schemes for extending the life of the of network under an attack. Finally, the selection of relay nodes that
increase the security of the WSN by protecting the destination node from eavesdropping and jamming attack
is discussed in [39]. The authors provide a hybrid technique to switch between jamming and non-jamming
relay scheme, where an eavesdropper is intelligently attacked by the jammer without corrupting the data
being sent through the network, which is an improvement on the paper by Wang et al. [91], where in an
attempt to jam the eavesdropper the data could be corrupted.

D. Game Theoretic Strategies

Clark et al. [22] study the proactive defense technique against jamming attacks in multi-hop relay networks. The network nodes send a deceptive ow along a routing path, so the attacker will use all its resources
on the deceptive ow, which will reduce the impact of jamming on the real trac. This strategy, although
good against jamming attacks, requires ecient energy usage by the source nodes in the network. The authors consider two types of source nodes, namely: selsh node and altruistic node. The selsh node aims to
maximize its energy consumption eciency while the altruistic node teams up with other source to improve
overall energy eciency. The authors provide a two stage non-cooperative game with Stackelberg equilibrium model for both the selsh and altruistic nodes versus the jamming attacker. Zhu et al. [111] provide
a non-cooperative game theoretic model played between the network node and a malicious node. The aim
of the network nodes is to maximize the network capacity by choosing a relay node, keeping in mind the
interference from other network nodes and the presence of a malicious node. While the malicious nodes aims
to minimize capacity of the network and also choose either to be a jamming node or an eavesdropper to
improve the payo.
A total of 14 papers provided in this study classied as WSN single channel are discussed in this section;
including 3 papers classied as Attack Strategies, 5 papers as Detection and Prevention Strategies, 4 papers
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as Defense Strategies, and 2 papers as Game Theoretic Strategies.

4.2.2. Multichannel

In this section, we further classify the literature as below:

A. Attack Strategies

To the best of our knowledge, there are no papers in literature within the scope of this survey that deal
with attack strategies for multichannel WSN and more research in this areas is needed.

B. Detection and Prevention Strategies

To the best of our knowledge, there are no papers in literature within the scope of this survey that deal
with detection and prevention strategies for multichannel WSN and more research in this areas is needed.

C. Defense Strategies

Channel surng is switching between channels or frequencies to avoid jamming by the attacker. Xu et al.
[99] propose two dierent versions of channel surng methods: coordinated channel switching and spectral
multiplexing, both of which combat jamming attacks in multichannel WSNs. Liu and Ning [55] study a
new method called BitTrickle, an anti-jamming scheme that allows communication in the presence of a
reactive broadband high power jamming device. This wireless scheme exploits the reaction time of a reactive
jamming device. The results show that the BitTrickle scheme works better than SS technology because it
allows communication under a reactive jamming attack. Li et al. [48] study adaptive anti-jamming techniques
in wireless WSNs, in which the sensors can choose the best solution among the defense techniques available
. The authors also propose a method where the strengths of several anti-jamming techniques are combined,
and the decision of a choosing a defense technique depending on the jamming condition is left to the sensors
to decide. MULtichannel Exltration PROtocol (MULEPRO), a protocol that rapidly exltrate data from
a large distributed network, is explored by Alnie and Simon [4]. In [100] two dierent channel surng
methods are discussed: one where all the nodes in the networks change their channels and one in which the
nodes in the jammed area change their channels to escape jamming. Wood et al. [96] propose DEEJAM , a
novel protocol that has four layers of defense 1) frame masking, 2) channel hopping, 3) packet fragmentation,
and 4) redundant encoding, that protects the network communication from jamming and reduces the impact
of damage caused by jamming attacks. Zhang et al. [108] study and propose a cooperative anti-jamming
scheme designed to enhance the quality of the links degraded by jamming. In this scheme legitimate users
cooperate among themselves to improve the quality of the links jammed in both WSN and AHNs. Jamming
attackers need not be illegitimate users or nodes outside the network. Sometimes, previously legitimate
network nodes could change sides and become an attacker, such attackers are called insider attacker. These
insider attackers do not reveal their malicious nature to the rest of the network. Finally, Li and Dai [46]
investigate the connectivity of a multi-hop multichannel WSN and AHNs network subject to insider jamming
attacks. They use uncoordinated frequency hopping technique, where the transmitter and receiver switch
channel randomly without the use of a common strategy to choose channels. The authors study the impact
on the connectivity of the network when the communication links in the network switch between the normal
transmission and uncoordinated frequency hopping transmission when attacked by an insider jamming attack.

D. Game Theoretic Strategies

Xu et al. [103] provide power control methods in their study of a non-cooperative zero-sum game to
detect and avoid energy ecient jamming attacks in wireless WSNs . They also model a one stage game
between an intrusion detection system and an attacker, and provide a Nash equilibrium for both games.
A total of 9 papers provided in this study classied as WSN multichannel are discussed in this section;
including 0 papers as Attack Strategies, 0 papers as Detection and Prevention Strategies, 8 papers classied
as Defense Strategies, 1 papers as Game Theoretic Strategies.

4.3. Ad hoc Network (AHN)
4.3.1. Single Channel

In this section, we further classify the literature as below:
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A. Attack Strategies

Commander et al. [23] study the problem of determining the optimal number and placement for a set
of jamming devices in order to neutralize communication on the network. This is known as the Wireless
Network Jamming Problem (WNJP). The jamming devices are assumed to have omni-directional antennas.
The communication nodes are also assumed to be outtted with omni-directional antennas and function
as both receivers and transmitters. An undirected edge would connect two nodes if they are within a
certain communication threshold. The study considers the transmitting nodes which emit radio signals and,
correspondingly, the jamming devices which emit electromagnetic waves. The jamming eectiveness of a
device depends on the power of its electromagnetic emission, which is assumed to be inversely proportional
to the squared distance from the jamming device to the node being jammed. The authors provide an integer
programming (IP) model for nding the minimum number of jamming devices needed to ensure a certain
threshold is met. Further, they solve the Optimal Network Covering Problem (ONCP): The objective is to
minimize the number of jamming devices used while achieving some minimum level of coverage at each node.
They also solve the Connectivity Index Problem (CIP): The objective of this formulation of the WNJP is to
minimize total jamming cost, subject to a constraint that the connectivity index of each node does not exceed
some pre-described level. They consider a deterministic formulation. Instead of nding the connectivity as
in the previous variant of the problem, the authors show that it is sucient to jam some percentage of the
total number of nodes in order to acquire eective control over the network. The Value-at-Risk (VaR) and
Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) are used to solve CIP. VaR is a measurement and controls the level of
risk an individual/group can undertake, and it is used mostly in nancial risk analysis. CVaR is a percentile
risk measure for estimating and controlling risks in stochastic and uncertain environments [23]. Commander
et al. [23] to the best of our knowledge are the rst to study and introduce jamming attacks to the OR
community. Brown et al. [15] show that in a jamming attack, the jammer can jam a AHN even if the data
is encrypted.

B. Detection and Prevention Strategies

To the best of our knowledge, there are no papers in literature within the scope of this survey that deal
with detection and prevention strategies for single channel AHN and more research in this areas is needed.

C. Defense Strategies

Noubir [64] studies the problem of maintaining connectivity in a multi-hop AHN. The study introduces
a connectivity index, which is the probability that a path exists between two nodes. From the results, the
authors show that connectivity can be reduced even with a small number of jamming devices. And as a
solution to the connectivity problem, the authors show that using sectored antennas improves the connectivity
even in the presence of a high number of jamming devices. A network is said to be connected if there exists at
least one path between any two nodes. Agarwal et al. [3] propose methods to reduce the energy consumption
of the low power batteries in wireless AHNs. The authors provide a power control loop similar to that found
in cellular networks and use it in AHNs. The use group mobility, group communication, terrain blockage
models are provided and the jamming attack problem is implicitly added into the terrain blockage model
as a moving enemy jamming device in the battleeld and in inclement weather. The power consumption
of the network under such blockages (jamming attack) is studied. The power control loop proposed by the
authors reduced the energy consumption per transmitted byte by 10-20% and also increased the throughput
of the network by 15%. Zhang et al. [109] study a jamming acknowledgment (JACK) attack, and the work
explores the weakness of many MAC schemes of wireless networks to transmit an acknowledgment (ACK)
from the data receiver to the data sender to announce the successful arrival of a packet. In this attack,
the attacker transmit data to block the ACK sent from the data receiver before it reaches the data sender.
Since, the data sender does not receive the ACK, the data sender will resend the data and therefore using
the available limited power. So, this attack drains the legitimate users battery. The advantages of JACK
attack are lower power consumption by the attacker, attack stealthiness, and damage the victim node. The
Extended Network Allocation Vector scheme is proposed to combat such a JACK attack in Zhang et al.
[109]. In this scheme legitimate users in network extend the time of sending the ACK and so the attacker
cannot eectively jam the ACK.
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D. Game Theoretic Strategies

Hanawal and Altman [30] study the performance of a mobile AHN in presence of a jamming device. The
objective of the jamming device is to degrade the performance of the network, while the objective of the
operator is to optimize the network's performance. The authors model this situation as a zero-sum game and
dene the Nash equilibrium under two cases. In one case, the distance between the receiver and transmitter
is xed, and, in the other, the distance is not xed. Liu et al. [53] propose a Bayesian game formulation
for intrusion detection in wireless AHNs and provide static and dynamic game models. In the static game
the defender assumes the type of opponent with a xed probability. In the dynamic game model developed
by the authors, the defender updates his belief about the opponents' type by keeping track of the history
of the game. They nd a mixed strategy and pure strategy Bayesian Nash equilibrium, and both players
try to maximize their payos; the attackers' payo is to maximum damage without being detected, and the
defender tries to maximize defending capability while constrained to energy usage. Yang et al. [104] present
a Stackelberg game model to study defense against jamming attacks in both single channel and multichannel
networks in the presence of a smart jammer, which learns the transmission power of the user and adaptively
adjusts its transmission power to maximize the damage.
A total of 8 papers provided in this study classied as AHN single channel are discussed in this section;
including 2 papers classied as Attack Strategies, 0 papers classied as Detection and Prevention Strategies,
3 papers as Defense Strategies, and 3 papers as Game Theoretic Strategies.

4.3.2. Multichannel

In this section, we classify the literature as defense and game theoretic strategies.

A. Attack Strategies

To the best of our knowledge, there are no papers in literature within the scope of this survey that deal
with attack strategies for multichannel AHN and more research in this areas is needed.

B. Detection and Prevention Strategies

To the best of our knowledge, there are no papers in literature within the scope of this survey that deal
with detection and prevention strategies for multichannel AHN and more research in this areas is needed.

C. Defense Strategies

Multichannel networks provide higher performance compared to single channel networks and hence there
has been an increase in their usage. But, in order increase network throughput most of the important
network functions such as channel selection and routing are controlled by sending data over a collaborative
channel called the control channel. Lazos et al. [43] address the problem of control channel jamming attacks
in multichannel AHNs. A frequency hopping technique, where the communicating nodes do not have a
common frequency hopping scheme, is employed to combat such control channel jamming attacks. The
papers [46, 108] have been discussed in Section 4.2.2.

D. Game Theoretic Strategies

Vadlamani et al.[90] solve a bi-level model jammer placement problem that accounts for the attacker
defender, channel hopping, and Nash equilibrium strategies. In this paper, the authors model the jammer
placement problem as a min − max problem. The jammer tries to minimize the number of jammers located
and at the same time minimize the throughput of the network. The defender tries to solve a max ow
problem to maximize the throughput of the network. The attacker and the defender play a mixed strategy
channel hopping game. The authors show that, by increasing the number of channels in the network, the
throughput of the network increases. If the number of jammers increases, the throughput of the network
can be reduced considerably. Yang et al. [104] has been discussed in Section 4.3.1.
A total of 5 papers provided in this study classied as AHN multichannel are discussed in this section;
including 0 papers classied as Attack Strategies, 0 papers as Detection and Prevention Strategies, 3 papers
as Defense Strategies, and 2 papers as Game Theoretic Strategies.
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4.4. Summary and Comparison of Results
In this section we will highlight some of the most important insights we derive from this taxonomy. First,
it is apparent from the literature related to attack strategies that (see Sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2, 4.2.1, and 4.3.1),
there is a multitude of dierent attack strategies without much commonalities among the strategies. Each of
the papers in this area of literature introduce dierent types of attack strategies. Thus, there is a need for a
unifying framework to be developed. Toward this end, we believe that there are several factors that should
be fundamental to an attack strategy: power supply available to the jamming device, the rate of power
consumption by the jamming device, and the eect of jamming attack on the throughput of the network.
From the literature on attack detection techniques (see Sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1), we can conclude that,
it could be worthwhile to explore ways to combine existing detection techniques to yield higher detection
accuracy. Another observation apparent from this taxonomy is that there are not many papers in literature
that discuss detection and prevention techniques against jamming attacks (see Sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2, 4.2.1,
4.2.2, 4.3.1, and 4.3.2). Hence, there is also a need for more detection techniques. Of the few detection
techniques discussed in literature, currently there is not a way to measure the eectiveness of these techniques.
So, developing such a standard or metric to help measure the eectiveness of the detection techniques
for jamming attacks in wireless networks is critical. There is currently a shortage of eective prevention
techniques in the literature.
As in the case of defense strategies, like the attack strategies, it is clear from the literature that there
are many defense strategies (see Sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2, 4.2.2, 4.3.1, and 4.3.2), studied and there is not much
in common among the dierent strategies. The authors introduce dierent defense mechanisms in each of
the papers and there is not a way to nd the most commonly studied defense strategy. Among the dierent
defense strategies studied, there is not a metric to measure the eectiveness of these defense strategies. An
interested researcher could contribute to the jamming attack literature by providing a combined strategy
and a combined metric to measure the eectiveness of defense strategies.
One can see from the taxonomy provided in this paper that many researchers have used game theory as a
solution methodology to model jammer-defender interactions on wireless networks. Reviewing the literature,
it can be noted that, of the dierent types of games, Bayesian games, Stackleberg games, and non-cooperative
games have been extensively studied for addressing the problem of jamming attack and their defense. A
Bayesian game is a game in which the players do not have complete information of the strategies applied by
each other. The use of Bayesian game can be justied, in that, in the real world, both the attacker and the
defender do not have complete information about each other's attack and defense strategies, respectively. A
Stackleberg game is a two player game played sequentially with one player being the leader and the other
being the follower. The leader implements his/her strategy rst and then followed by the followers strategy
who implements his/her strategy next. The Stackleberg model is also justied because in many situations
the attacker makes a decision after seeing the actions of the defender, or vice versa. Non-cooperative games
as a strategy for solving jamming attack and defense problems can be justied due to the fact that, during
a jamming attack and defense against such an attack, the attacker and defender work independent of each
other and do not cooperate.
Another observation from the literature is that, most of the research concentrated on games with incomplete information, and the eect of such incomplete information is signicant. Section 4.1.1 provides more
information on the impact of incomplete information on the outcome of such games. Researchers often model
players to be rational in their strategies, i.e., they are sure to either maximize or minimize their payos. The
most common payos studied are throughput of the network, power consumption, SINR, and transmission
energy cost. Zero-sum games have also been extensively used by researchers. An example of a zero-sum
game in a jamming context is when an attacker aims to minimize networks throughput and the defender
aims to maximize the throughput of the network (see Sections 4.1.1 and 4.3.1).

5. Next Steps
5.1. Gaps in Literature
As documented above, there is a dearth of papers in the area of wireless multichannel networks, so more
research is needed. Figure 6 shows the number of jamming papers published for each wireless network type.
Of the 28 papers that study multichannel wireless networks, 14 papers study multichannel WLANs, 9 papers
study multichannel WSNs, and 5 papers study multichannel AHNs.
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Figure 6: Number of papers by wireless network type

Only 13 papers found in the literature study wireless AHNs, and out of them, only 5 papers study AHN
multichannel networks. As seen in Figure 7, AHN contributes to only 16% of the total number of papers
included in this literature review, and yet AHNs are expected to play an important role in the future civilian
and military settings [31]. This absence of papers and increasing importance using AHN networks, highlights
the clear need for more research in the areas of AHN as a whole and, more specically about multichannel
AHNs. Some of the research areas could be nding dierent attacks strategies, and defense against such
attacks, in AHN networks.

Figure 7: Percentage of the contribution of papers by wireless network type
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As discussed earlier in Section 1, WSN and AHN are used in places in critical environments like deserts
and war zones. These networks perform a lot of computations to analyze the data available and send the
results of the analysis to the nal user. Both WSN and AHN use batteries for functioning and the amount
of power available is generally low. It is important for researchers to keep in mind power consumption of
these networks while designing attack or defense strategies. Designing robust defense mechanisms more often
require higher amount of computations, for example, nding paths in the network that are least jammed
might take a lot of computation which in turn increases power consumption. From the taxonomy, we can
see that researchers have given paramount importance to power levels for both jamming and defense against
jamming, especially for WSN and AHN's, but power level was only considered a resource constraint. Hence,
nding intelligent attack and defense mechanisms using minimal power can be a major contribution to the
jamming literature.
Another potential contribution to the jamming literature is to study the impact and eect of combining
some of the existing attack strategies to come up with a robust attack strategy and combine existing defense
strategies to come up with a robust defense strategy, e.g., (see Li et al. [48] ). A hybrid strategy that takes the
positives from several strategies to give a more robust strategy will be a major contribution to the jamming
literature. One such idea of combining strategies could be combining the defense strategies is discussed by
Xu et al. [99] and Xu et al. [100]. Both these papers propose advanced channel hopping techniques and it
would be interesting to see if combining them could give better results.
Another observation apparent from the classication scheme presented above is the 14 papers from the
year 2010-2014 that provide a game theoretic approach to solving the jamming problems. The number of
game theoretic models provided in literature for years 1980-1999, 2000-2003, 2004-2006 and 2007-2009 are
1, 1, 5, and 9 respectively. Thus, an increasing number of studies are employing mathematical programming
modeling and/or game theoretic models to solve complex jamming problems. This trend towards game
theory suggests that OR, and specically mathematical programming and game theory, has an important
role to play in future research on jamming wireless networks.
As noted earlier in the paper, most of the researchers have used incomplete information game theoretic
approach for addressing the problem of jamming attacks and their defense, but there is no standard metric
to measure the impact of incomplete information that is tailored to wireless networks. Interested researchers
can contribute to the eld of jamming attacks by nding a metric to measure such an impact on wireless
networks. As an example, researchers in other elds have developed stochastic frameworks to model incomplete information, and made of use of expected value of perfect information (EVPI), to measure the impact
of incomplete information. It would be worthwhile for jamming attack researchers to develop incomplete
information games as a stochastic framework based model and use EVPI to measure the impact.
As mentioned earlier, researchers have assumed the players in a jamming attack and defense game to be
rational. The assumption of rational players in jamming attacks games might not be completely valid, in
that, the lack of information about the network or defense strategies might not enable the attacker to be
rational in their decisions and vice-versa, i.e., the defender might not have enough information about the
attackers strategies which does not allow the defenders to be rational about their decision. So, more research
in developing game theoretic solutions where the players are not rational can be a positive contribution to
the jamming literature, e.g., using bounded rationality could be an option (see Paruchuri [65] and Pita et al.
[69] ).
Another observation as noted before is the use of zero-sum games in dening jamming attack and defense
games. Although the zero-sum games representation is common, in reality a gain for one player might not
lead to a loss of the other player. For instance, in a min-max formulation the defender would try to minimize
the maximum damage caused by the attacker, but in reality the defender might have an objective that is
not completely in opposition to the attacker's objective. In this situation a general sum game would be
more appropriate. Thus, robust optimization techniques to solve more realistic general sum games for the
jamming attack and defense need to be developed.

5.2. Potential Research Problems
Below we discuss several new areas of research at the intersection of wireless network security and
operations research.
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A. Jammer Placement Problem

The jammer placement problem is an important areas of research for AHNs. The objective of the problem
is to locate jamming devices in such a way that would either maximize or minimize the damage caused to
the network. This problem is useful to the military; military strategists would like to nd a way to locate the
jamming devices and disrupt the communication of adversary networks. As discussed before, the jammer
placement problem has studied by Commander et al. [23] and Vadlamani et al. [90], but both these papers
consider static jammer locations. An interesting problem might be to consider a moving jammer, i.e., what
could be the impact of a jammer device that changes locations with time. This problem of moving jammers is
realistic in a war scenario or disaster aftermath situation where the jammer constantly moves to increase the
impact of the attack. Another, interesting problem could be to include a stochastic model for the dynamic
location of moving jammers, and, in response, have a defense mechanism to combat the jamming attack.

B. Anti-Jamming Packet Routing Problem

The anti-jamming packet routing problem is to optimally route the data sent within the network even
when the adversary is trying to jam the network. Kim and Tague [38] develop a distributed path selection
protocol tool that selects non-jammed paths in a wireless mesh network. Deng et al. [25] introduce an
intrusion-tolerant routing protocol for wireless sensor networks. The main objective of this protocol is to
protect a WSN whose nodes have been compromised by an attacker. This protocol eectively and securely
constructs a tree-structured routing protocol that uses multiple paths to make the network more resilient
to intrusion attacks. Pursley and Russell [71] introduce an adaptive decentralized routing protocol, called
the least-resistance routing for radio networks. This method considers both interference and jamming in the
network. The interference or jamming level determines the resistance of a particular path to transmit or
receive data. The protocol chooses the path that has least resistance to transmit the data, thereby improving
the throughput of the network. Since these papers provide heuristic solution approaches, it would be useful
to develop a mathematical programming model to nd optimal solutions for the packet routing problem
for wireless networks under jamming attack. An interesting extension to the packet routing problem is
the dynamic packet routing problem, in which every node can check to see if the link between it and the
next node is jammed, and route packets dynamically using other paths in the network as a defense against
jamming attacks.

C. Anti-Jamming Transmission Scheduling Problem

Developing scheduling algorithms that use real time information about the network in the presence of a
jamming attack is a very important area of research. The data to be transmitted should be scheduled in
such a way that the impact of the jamming attack is minimized. There are many papers in literature that
study transmission scheduling problem in wireless networks in general [11, 33, 51, 83], but not for wireless
networks under jamming attacks. To the best of our knowledge there is only one paper that addresses the
problem of transmission scheduling under jamming attacks. Alnie and Simon [4] as described above (see
Defense Strategies in Section 4.2.2) provide a protocol that quickly moves the data from the attacked region
to the region that is not under an attack. The scheduling problem they dene is to nd an assignment
that maximizes the use of multiple channels to exltrate the data with interference and channel assignment
constraints. The authors provide an algorithm to heuristically solve the scheduling problem. Because Alnie
and Simon [4] provide a heuristics solution there is a need for an exact or approximate algorithm to nd an
optimal solution for the transmission scheduling problem under jamming attacks.

D. Resource Allocation Problem

In AHN's the nodes have a very small amount of power available and ecient use of this power is very
important. Many researchers such as Li et al. [47] and Sagduyu et al. [78] have used resource availability as
a constraint to solve the jamming problem, but they do not try to optimize the allocation of the resource
itself. During a jamming attack, the node in the network may have to reroute the packets or might use a
higher signal strength to transmit data, which in turn would increase the power consumption. Hence, it is
necessary to nd optimization techniques that can improve the eciency of the resource usage. Resource
allocation problems under jamming attacks aim to minimize the total amount of power consumption, cost,
etc., used to evade jamming by employing routing techniques or by ecient network node placement.
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6. Conclusions
This paper, provides a comprehensive survey on the wireless network jamming problem. We provide a
taxonomic classication of the dierent attack, defense, and detection and prevention techniques in literature
by the type of wireless network they aect. Furthermore, dierent attack, defense, and detection techniques
in literature are surveyed, in order to provide the interested researcher an understanding of the research
done. This paper, oers a one-stop point for readers to get the complete picture of the research done in the
area of wireless jamming attacks, including the type of attack, the solution methodology to counteract the
attack, and most importantly, the type of wireless network studied. This classication scheme and analysis
on the number of papers available in literature shows a potential gap in the dearth of research in wireless
AHN and wireless multichannel networks. The papers shows that there is an increase in the usage of game
theoretic strategies to address the problem of jamming attacks and hence points out areas where the OR
community can contribute signicantly to the wireless jamming literature. Areas and new research problems
like jammer placement problem, scheduling, routing, and resource allocation under jamming attacks are
identied where the OR community can contribute towards solving jamming problems in wireless network.
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